BRU PRODUCER'S EDITION
BRU Producer's Edition™ software for Mac OS X (10.7 through 10.14) and coming soon for Windows from TOLIS
Group makes archiving creative assets as easy as drag, drop and click.
TOLIS Group's BRU products have been providing archival and backup solutions for critical data storage for over 32
years. BRU has retained the tightest levels of performance, reliability, accountability, and compatibility since its birth in
1985. Today, production teams are faced with the issues of continuous data expansion and the need for both day to
day backup and long term archival of the data being created.
Film, broadcast, television, music, and graphic design industry creators now have a reliable, flexible, and easy-to-use
solution to protect key creative digital assets regardless of their level of computer technical knowledge. Simply
drag-and-drop session files, EDL files, FCP XML files, volumes, or folders into the BRU PE interface for easy creation of
the archives. Applications currently supported by this functionality include: major DAW and NLE suites, Sonic Studio,
Logic, Final Cut Pro X, Adobe Premiere Pro CS6/CC, and others. BRU Producer's Edition supports standalone
environments, and integrates into networked environments supported by other BRU solutions.
BRU PE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
One-button complete FCP X environment backup
Drag and drop of FCP XML export files for project-specific asset backup and restore
Drag and Drop of CMX3600 EDL files for project-specific asset backup and restore (ad on)
QR Code gnerated reporting
Easy to use, drag and drop backup and archival - no IT staff required!
Drag-and-Drop functionality for folders, files, or session files from various major applications
Doubler Archival Mode™ allows the creation of two separate, yet identical tapes, in a single
backup or archive operation
BRUsetta Stone™ CD/DVD provides easy method of providing the catalog and all required
files to clients after the archive is complete including a copy of the PE software for restore
Fully auditable ANYTIME Verify™ operation - Check the state of your media at any time,
even on a different system or OS
On demand export capabilities of BRU PE catalogs for archives
Ability to provide job metadata as defined by the operator
Specifically designed for project session archive creation
LTFS Manager for indexing LTFS tapes
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BRU Producer's Edition Hardware/Software bundles
All BRU Producer's Edition hardware bundles include new (not gray market or refurbished) tape devices, media, SAS
HBA, all required cables, and BRU PE software and software support for Mac OS X® 10.7 to 10.13 (High Sierra).
All technical support for the bundled hardware is provided directly by TOLIS Group Technical Support, eliminating the
need for the consumer to contact multiple manufacturers for assistance. Instead, one phone call to TOLIS Group Technical Support for all components, when purchased as a bundle, provides you with technical support for all of the purchased hardware and software.

All BRU PE Bundles are available with Thunderbolt connectivity!
Thunderbolt connection available for an additional fee

ArGest® Desktop Bundles
ArGest® Edit Bay Cube™ with TG Quiet Chassis
One LTO-8, LTO-7, or LTO-6 drive, SAS cable, SAS HBA, media, BRU PE software 1-drive
expandable to add a second drive or ArGest Mobile Disk Pack

Rackmount Bundles

ArGest® Edit Bay Doubler Cube™ with TG Quiet Chassis
Two LTO-8, LTO-7, or LTO-6 drives, SAS cable, SAS HBA, media, BRU PE
software.

ArGest® Rackmount Bundles
ArGest® Edit Bay 1U Production Rack™ with TG Quiet Chassis
One (expandable to two) LTO-8, LTO-7, or LTO-6 drive SAS cable, SAS HBA, media, BRU
PE software
ArGest® Edit Bay 1U Doubler Station™ with TG Quiet Chassis
Two LTO-8, LTO-7, or LTO-6 drives, SAS cable, SAS HBA, media, BRU PE
software
Argest® Thunderbolt Rack Tape units
ArGest® TB LTO Rack, 1 or 2 Tape drives inside Sonnet III-R unit, or 1 tape and
2/4TB HDD/SSD disk

SAS Automation Bundles
Automation Station™
One 8 tape, single drive LTO-8, LTO-7, or LTO-6 autoloader, SAS cable, SAS HBA, media, BRU
PE software (also available in Fibre, FC recommended for LTO-7 or LTO-8)
Archival Station™ and Archival Station™ PLUS
One 24 tape, single drive (expandable to two drives) LTO-8, LTO-7, or LTO-6 library, SAS cable,
SAS HBA, media, BRU PE software (also available in Fibre, FC recommended for LTO-7 or LTO-8)
Archival Station PLUS 40 Tape Slot library with one or two LTO-8,
LTO-7, or LTO-6, SAS cable, SAS HBA, media, BRU PE software
(also available in Fibre, FC recommended for LTO-7 or LTO-8)
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